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COVID-19 Regulations
1

Masks must be worn unless you are
seated and properly social distanced.

2
Do not attend if you have

a fever of 100.4 or higher.
3

Players must wear masks
while sitting on the bench.

4
No huddles- social distance

as plays are called.
5

Players cannot share
equipment, food, or drinks.

6
Refrain from high-fives,

handshakes, or fist bumps.
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COVID-19 GUIDELINES & PRACTICES

PLAYER SAFETY 

Your athlete’s health and safety is the number one priority for our Upward Sports 
program. All rules should be followed by coaches, players, parents, and spectators 
alike.

PRACTICES

BASICS
• Practices take place on Monday, Tuesday, or Thursday and are an hour in 

length from 6:00-7:00 pm.
• Practice nights and field loctions will remain the same throughout the season.
• We DO NOT make up missed practices unless otherwise stated by the League 

Director.

COVID-19 PRACTICE GUIDELINES
• Do not arrive early to practice.
• All staff will have their temperature checked.
• Masks must be worn while players are not active on the field or when seated 

on the sideline.
• Have your athlete use the restroom before practice. 
• No snacks on the field or at the pavilion.
• Scrimmage can only take place with teammates.
• Practice should be completed without the football as much as possible.
• No high fives, fist bumps, side hugs, etc.
• Names should be clearly visible on water bottles at all times.
• During Mid-Practice Huddle, all teams should take a knee or sit on the field for 

the devotion.
• Parents must provide own seating and remain socially distanced from others for 

the duration of practice.
• Game day stars will be given at practice.
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COVID-19 GAMEDAY GUIDELINES

• All staff will have their temperature checked.
• Do not arrive any earlier than 15 minutes before your scheduled game.
• Hand sanitizer stations will be posted around the field.
• There will be no concession stand.
• All spectators will be asked screening questions.
• There will be no bleachers.
• All spectators must provide their own seating and must wear a mask unless they 

are socially distanced from other family units.
• All separate family units should be socially distanced.
• Anyone considered to be high risk should avoid attending.
• Outside food and drinks are allowed, but cannot be shared with other family 

units.
• Please make sure that you and your family use the  

restroom prior to arriving on game day.
• When on the sidelines, players will sit on the ground wearing their mask.
• Gloves are required for players and referees.
• There will be no huddles.
• Footballs will be disinfected quarterly and after each game.
• No high fives, fist bumps, side hugs, etc.
• Game day stars will be given out during practice.
• Please leave immediately after the game has concluded.

CHEERLEADING SPECIFICS

COVID-19 GUIDELINES AND REQUIREMENTS
• Cheerleaders must have their hair pulled back to eliminate touching of face.
• Masks must be worn at all times unless they are performing on the field.
• Cheerleaders will remain 12 feet away from spectators during half-time 

performance.
• No snacks allowed on game day or at the pavilion.
• Cheer Teams must remain socially distanced during the Mid-Practice Huddle.
• No high fives, fist bumps, side hugs, etc.
• Game day stars will be given out during practice.
• Please leave immediately after the game or practice has concluded. 

COVID-19 POTENTIAL EXPOSURE PROCEDURES

In the even of your child’s exposure to COVID-19, please refer to the flow chart on 
the following page for the health and safety of all athletes, coaches, and families in 
the program.
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NO

HAS YOUR CHILD BEEN EXPOSED TO COVID-19?

NO YESWere they exposed at
practice or a game?

YESNO

Did your athlete go to 
practice or a game

after being exposed?

NO YES Inform Upward Staff 
and your Coach.

Has your child 
been tested for 

COVID-19?
NO

YES

Do you intend to 
have your child 

tested?

YES

Was the test 
positive?

YES

Stay off the fields 
for 10 days, if no 

symptoms emerge...

NO

Stay off the fields
for 5 days then 

get tested.

YES

NO

Does your child 
have symptoms?

NO

YES

1. Stay off fields for 7 days
 2. Have your child retested
 3. If the test returns negative and 
     child is symptom free, we will 
     see you on the Upward Fields!

Stay off fields until your child is:
1. Fever free for 24 hrs. without 
    fever reducing medicine
2. Symptom free
3. 10 days have passed since 
    symptoms began

Did a staff member or
your coach notify you?

GREAT!  
We will see you on the 

Upward Fields!

Stay off the fields 
for 10 days, if no 

symptoms emerge...

OR
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FUNDAMENTALS OF FLAG FOOTBALL

1. Upward Flag Rules 5. Passing
2. Team Work  6. Catching
3. Sportsmanship  7. Basic Formations
4. Running

EXPERIENCING THE LOVE OF GOD

God’s love was revealed among us in this way: God sent his one and 
only Son into the world so that we might live through him. Love consists in 
this: not that we loved God but that he loved us and sent his Son to be the 
atoning sacrifice for our sin. Dear friends, if God loved us in this way, we 
also must love one another. 1 John 4:9-11

1. God created us to have a relationship with Him, but we have all rebelled 
against God. 

2. The punishment for our rebellion is to be separated from God forever.
3. God loved us so much that He sent His one and only Son (Jesus) to die on the 

cross for our rebellion.
4. Jesus came back to life after He died and saved us from the punishment of our 

rebellion. 
5. Now we can accept His free gift of eternal life with God. We cannot earn 

eternal life with God, but we can have eternal life with because of Jesus’ loving 
sacrifice for us.

6. If you confess with your mouth that Jesus is Lord and believe in your heart God 
raised Him from the dead, you will be saved. Romans 10:9

7. Because God loved us first, we should love others.

Teaching kids fundamentals of the sport
while experiencing the love of God.

PURPOSE OF UPWARD
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8. Love is patient, love is kind. Love does not envy, is not boastful, is not arrogant, 
is not rude, is not self-seeking, is not irritable, and does not keep a record of 
wrongs. Love finds no joy in unrighteousness but rejoices in the truth. It bears 
all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things. 1 Corinthians 
13:4-7

PLAYER BOXES

• The cost of our league is $85 per athlete. 
• Each player will receive a box that includes a uniform, water bottle, flags, arm 

band, and a magnet.
• You will find Player Boxes on your practice field before the first game.

COACH’S BOX

• Each team will receive a Coach’s Box that includes a playbook, coaching shirt, 
practice cards, and star book.

• If you do not receive a coach’s shirt in your box, we will have extra shirts 
available in the concession stand.

• We WILL NOT have replacement star books or playbooks available.  
• Coach’s Boxes will arrive with Player Boxes before the first game.

PLAYER SAFETY
Safety is the number one priority for our Upward Sports program. All rules should 
be strictly followed while volunteering as a coach.

SAFETY RULES
1. There will be no practices off campus throughout the season. 
2. All team parties or extra events need to have prior approval from the Kids 

Ministry Team.
3. Respect, safety, and appropriate boundaries are the guiding principles for 

physical contact between adults and children. The guidelines listed below 
are intended to avoid contact that is or may appear to be inappropriate. 
Inappropriate touching and inappropriate displays of affection are forbidden.

Examples of positive and appropriate forms of affection include:
• Brief side hugs  •Pats on the shoulder, back, or head
• Handshakes  •High-fives or fist bumps
• Verbal praise  •Sitting beside small children
• Arms around shoulders

All physical contact with children should be above the shoulders. Any 
inappropriate physical contact, touching, or displays of affection should be 
immediately reported to a staff member. 

4. Volunteers and staff are NOT allowed to be alone with a child, unless that child 
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is your son or daughter. You are not considered alone if you are out on the 
fields in open view of other adults. This also includes end-of-the-season parties 
and Celebration Night. 

5. All teams must follow the flag football rules as designated in this coach’s 
manual.

6. All coaches will be required to complete a background check, and take a child 
abuse training course. 

DISCIPLINE POLICIES
1. Clear rules, expectations, and consistent messages regarding behavior are 

key to effective discipline procedures. For basic discipline issues, use the Three 
Strike Rule:
• First Strike: Remind the child of the rules. State clearly what the problem 

behavior is and what they should be doing instead.
• Second Strike: Give a verbal warning. Tell them that they are receiving 

a warning regarding their behavior and remind them of the consequence 
of the continued behavior (i.e. Removal from practice, of current drill, or 
talking with their parents after practice).

• Third Strike: Follow through with the consequence. Our Upward Team is 
here for you, and we want you to succeed as a coach! If you need help, 
please let us know. 

2. Other Helpful Tips:
• Be the first to practice! To maintain control of practice, arrive first and 

establish the expected behaviors for the day.
• Have clear expectations and remain consistent with those. 
• Reward good behavior, not bad. Never bribe to redirect bad behavior.
• Encourage kids when they go above and beyond. Tell them how proud 

you are of them and celebrate their accomplishments in front of others 
(including their parents).

• Do not let a misbehaving child cause you to lose your cool. It is your job to 
be an example of the love of Christ—remove yourself, or the child, from the 
situation before anger creates an issue.

• The Upward Team is here for you! We want you to succeed and we are 
here to help. Let us know how we can best support you. 

**No volunteer or staff member of First Baptist Rogers shall administer corporal 
punishment. We are mandated reporters; thus, no spanking, hitting, or any other 
form of physical discipline shall take place within our ministry. Volunteers must 

consult with church staff if assistance is needed with disciplinary issues.**

COACHING RESOURCES 
1. Coach's Guide
2. Coach's Play Book
3. Star Book
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4. myupward.org (invitation code provided after coach’s training)
5. The Upward Coach’s app (invitation code provided after coach’s training)
6. Kids Ministry Team (email us at upward@fbcrogers.org)
7. Your Division Coordinator
8. fbcrogers.org/upward
9. Practice equipment | 2 Footballs, 8 Cones
 a. For any equipment needs, please let our Upward interns know at 
 a. your next practice.

PRACTICES
PRACTICE TIMES

• Practices are one hour on Monday, Tuesday, or Thursday   
from 6:00pm-7:00pm.

• Your team will be given a specific night and field location at the coach’s 
training. The practice night and field location will remain the same 
throughout the season.

• We DO NOT make up missed practices unless otherwise stated by the 
League Director. 

• If you are unable to attend a practice, please contact the parents on 
your team to find a sub. If you cannot find a parent to cover, email us at 
upward@fbcrogers.org.

• Please be mindful of parents’ and staff members’ time by starting and 
ending practices on time.

PRACTICE FIELDS
• Our Upward fields are located on our church campus across from the fire 

station on Bellview Road.  
• Each team will have half of a field to practice on.
• Fields are labeled A and B. The half of the field closest to the Greenway is 

A and the half closest to Bellview is B. 

PRACTICE EQUIPMENT
• We will provide 2 footballs, and 8 cones for your team. If your team needs 

any other equipment please let our Upward interns know at practice. 

PRACTICE LAYOUT
• Skills and Drills 6:00pm-6:25pm 

o   Teach athletes the fundamentals of the sport through skills and drills o   
that can be found in your coach’s playbook, online at myupward.org, 
or on your coach’s app.  

• Mid-Practice Huddle 6:25pm-6:35pm 
o   At 6:25pm a siren will sound alerting you of the mid-practice huddle.
o   All teams should take a knee or sit down on the field.
o   Coaches are to maintain control of their team during this time and  
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     encourage them to listen to the devotion.
o   Our huddles will include a small devotion led by our Upward League 
     Coordinators and coaches. 

• Plays and Strategy 6:35pm-7:00pm
o   Take time to run through plays with your team. During this time try to 
     use social distancing when possible.

UPWARD INTERNS:
• We have student Upward interns that help our Kids Ministry Team run 

practices. These interns can assist you in your equipment needs, they can 
sub in as a coach, and answer most of your coaching questions. These 
interns are part of our paid staff. If you have any concerns regarding our 
interns, please email us at upward@fbcrogers.org. 

GAME DAY
• Games are held on Saturday mornings. You will find game schedules in 

your coaching folder as well as on the side of the concession stand.
• All teams should arrive 15 minutes before their game to warm up.
• The Upward Staff will be walking around on game day in yellow vests to 

help you with any questions or concerns. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
• We will begin each game by announcing teams.
• Gather your team on your field and wait for your team name to be called. 

We will call all teams in grade order from youngest to oldest. 
• When your team's name is called, have your team make some noise.

REFEREES
• We recruit student referees each year to help us on game days.
• Referees go through a one-hour training prior to the season and will begin 

each game with a 15 minute recap of the rules and game structure.
• Referees run our games for us. They will be trained to keep the game 

moving and to spot basic penalties. 
• Referees will start every game with a huddle and prayer. Please introduce 

yourself to the refs on your field prior to the huddle. 
• Our refs will not start off the season calling every penalty just so kids can 

have a chance to learn the fundamentals of the game. As the season 
progresses, you will find that the rules will become more strictly enforced 
as kids begin to understand them.

• Please show our refs grace. It is difficult to catch all penalties, and 
refereeing becomes more difficult when placed under the pressure of 
coach's and parent's expectations. 

• Remember, people are always watching. The way you respond to refs will 
be reflected in the way the players and parents respond to refs. We want 
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to demonstrate good sportsmanship on and off the field for the duration of 
the season.

• If you see a consistently missed call amongst all refs and/or you would 
like to help us ref this season, please email us at upward@fbcrogers.org. 

GAME STRUCTURE
• We will have several games running simultaneously.
• All games will run off the same game clock (see league rules for detail on 

the game clock).
• We will have a 15-minute halftime.

o   We will start halftime with prize giveaways. 
o   After the giveaways, there will be a devotion.

• Please have all athletes seated on the bleachers during halftime 
so that they will not be distracted during the devotion. 

o   You will be given 5 minutes at the end of the devotion to talk with your 
     athletes about the second half, so please do not use the devotion time     
     to coach your team. 

• All coaches should use their Upward app for game day substitutions. 
We want all players to have an equal opportunity to play on game day 
throughout the season. 

• After the game, we will have a time for high fives and handshakes, then we 
will encourage you to hand out game day stars. This is the perfect time to 
brag on kids in front of their team and family. We want every athlete to go 
home on a high note, regardless of the outcome of the game. 

UNIFORMS
• Players will wear the uniform given to them by Upward. 

o   Uniforms are reversible!
o   Home team will wear the dark color
o   Away team will wear the light color 
o   Cleats are recommended in our league, but not required.

FLAG FOOTBALL SPECIFICS
COMMONLY USED TERMS

• No Run Zones: The lines 3 yds from each end zone and on both sides of 
the midfield line are no-run zones. No-run zones are designed to take 
away power-running plays. If an offensive team picks up a first down but 
is then pushed back into the no-run zone, the no-run rule will not apply, as 
the offensive team cannot pick up another first down.

• First Downs: The offensive team is awarded a first down when it crosses the 
midfield line. Based on the field size, one first down is sufficient to advance 
the football for a score.

• Safety: When the defensive team pushes the offensive team into the 
endzone and pulls their flag thus scoring two point.
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RULES

**All rules in orange read differently than they do in your Coach’s Playbook.
Our league will follow the rules listed here:

TYPE OF 
PLAY 6V6 (K5-1ST GRADE) 6V6 (2ND-5TH GRADE)

Field of 
Play

53x 20 yds | Field
5 yds | End Zone

3 yds | No Run Zones

Ball Sizes Pee Wee Junior

Down
Format

>The offensive team has four plays 
to gain a first down by crossing 
midfield. Once a team crosses 
midfield, it has four plays to score 
a touchdown.
>If the team fails to cross 
midfield in four downs or score a 
touchdown, the other team takes 
possession on its own 3-yd line.

>The offensive team has four plays 
to gain a first down by crossing 
midfield. Once a team crosses 
midfield, it has four plays to score 
a touchdown.
>On fourth down, a team has two 
options:
1. A team may attempt to gain 
a first down or a touchdown. If 
a team fails to convert on fourth 
down, either by scoring or picking 
up a first down, the ball changes 
possession at midfield.
2. A team may “punt” as its fourth-
down play by notifying the referee. 
In this case, the ball will be placed 
on the opposing team’s 3-yd 
line, and there will be change of 
possession.

Starting 
Points

>After a touchdown: Offense’s 
3-yd line
>After a turnover on downs: Of-
fense’s 3-yd line.
>After an interception: At the spot 
of the interception.

>After a touchdown and extra 
point(s) attempt: Offense’s 3-yd 
line
> After a “punt”: Offense’s 3-yd 
line
>After a turnover on downs: 
Midfield
>After an interception: At the spot 
of the interception. 

Player 
Equipment Flags need to be positioned on hips with shirt tucked in.
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TYPE OF 
PLAY 6V6 (K5-1ST GRADE) 6V6 (2ND-5TH GRADE)

Substitution 
Situations Substitutions are only made at the end of each quarter. 

Number of 
Referees We will provide at least one ref per field

Game 
Clock

Games will consist of four nine min. quarters with a one min. 
substitution and a fifteen min. halftime. All games will run on the 
same time clock and will start and stop with a siren. We will not 

have time outs.

Game 
Format

>The home team will begin the game with possession of the ball on the 
3-yd line. Away will start the second half of the game with possession of 
the ball.
>Because the end of a quarter does not signal a change of possession, 
the team with possession at the end of the quarter will retain possession 
after substitutions take place.
>Each team will have six players on the field at a time. 
>Coaches are allowed to be on the field for the first few game but will 
need to gradually pull away from the field and begin coaching from the 
sidelines towards the end of the season. 

Substitution >Coaches will use their coaching up for substitutions.
>No player sits out more than one possession at a time
>Every player plays offense and defense in every game.
>Every player will start on either offense and defense in each game. 
>Coaches are not able to make unfair substitutions or to be accused of 
doing so.
>Coaches should monitor playing time for each player.
>Playing time for all players is virtually even over the course of the 
season. 

Scoring Score is NOT kept, and teams 
will not go for an extra point.

Score is kept on the sidelines of 
every game by a team parent for 
4th-5th only.

Scoring Touchdown is awarded. 
There are no extra points.
Safety will result in a change of 
possession. 

Touchdown: 6 points
Extra point: 1 point (played from 
the 3-yd or no-run zone line with a 
pass) or 2 points (played from the 
10 yd line with a run or pass)
Safety: 2 points. The scoring team 
will also receive possession on its 
own 3-yd line.
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TYPE OF 
PLAY 6V6 (K5-1ST GRADE) 6V6 (2ND-5TH GRADE)

Offensive 
Basics

>A minimum of three players must 
be on the line of scrimmage at 
every snap. Traditional football 
format requires seven players on 
the line of scrimmage at the snap 
of the ball. The three players on 
the line for Upward Flag Football 
will consist of a center and then 
two receivers positioned anywhere 
along the line of scrimmage. This 
adds some structure to offensive 
sets.
> Only one player can be in 
motion when the ball is snapped. 
This is intact to keep the integrity of 
the game.
>May use the side snap on one 
knee. 
>Before handing off or passing, 
the quarter back must have 
complete possession of the ball. A 
possession change between the 
center and quarterback must occur 
in order to run the play.
>A beanbag or cone will be used 
to mark the line of scrimmage.

>A minimum of three players must 
be on the line of scrimmage at 
every snap. Traditional football 
format requires seven players on 
the line of scrimmage at the snap 
of the ball. The three players on 
the line for Upward Flag Football 
will consist of a center and then 
two receivers positioned anywhere 
along the line of scrimmage. This 
adds some structure to offensive 
sets.
> Only one player can be in 
motion when the ball is snapped. 
This is intact to keep the integrity of 
the game.
>The ball must be snapped 
between the legs to begin play. If 
the ball is fumbled on a snap the 
quarterback may pick it up and 
continue play. 
>Before handing off or passing, 
the quarter back must have 
complete possession of the ball. A 
possession change between the 
center and quarterback must occur 
in order to run the play.
>A beanbag or cone will be used 
to mark the line of scrimmage.
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TYPE OF 
PLAY 6V6 (K5-1ST GRADE) 6V6 (2ND-5TH GRADE)

Running
the
Football

>The quarterback cannot run the ball across the line of scrimmage. This 
rule prevents a quarterback from dominating each play.
>The person who receives the snap from the center (under center or shot-
gun) is considered the quarterback and cannot run the ball across the 
line of scrimmage.
>A pitch from the quarterback can be executed immediately after the 
snap or on a delay (similar to an option play without the quarterback 
being able to advance the football).
>The quarterback is the only player who can make the pitch. The pitch 
can occur at anytime while behind the line of scrimmage.
>Once the pitch is received, the ball carrier can run the ball, hand-off the 
ball (behind the line of scrimmage) or pass the ball (halfback pass).
>Direct handoffs behind the line of scrimmage are legal. Multiple 
handoffs may be used. After the ball crosses the line of scrimmage, 
handoffs and laterals are not permitted.
>a ball carrier may not dive. A dive will result in a penalty
>The ball carrier’s feet determine the spot of the football when a flag is 
pulled, not the football.

No Run 
Zone

The 3 yards leading toward the goal line and the 3 yards leading to the 
midfield first-down line are no-run zones.

Receiving 
the
Football

>All six players are eligible to receive passes. (The quarterback becomes 
eligible after a handoff or immediate pitch.)
>A completion consists of a receiver gaining control of the football while 
having at least one foot in bounds.
>If a player catches a pass with his knee(s) on the ground, the play is 
dead and the ball is spotted at the point of the completion. 

Passing
the
Football

>All forward passes can be completed behind or beyond the line of 
scrimmage. Once the ball leaves the quarterback’s hand, the defender 
can make a play on the ball. The defender must avoid contact with the 
receiver.
>The quarterback has 7 seconds to throw a pass. If a pass is not thrown 
within 7 seconds, it is treated as an incomplete pass (loss of down). A 
handoff or pitch will end the 7-second pass count.
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TYPE OF 
PLAY 6V6 (K5-1ST GRADE) 6V6 (2ND-5TH GRADE)

Dead Balls Play is ruled dead when one of the following occurs:
>The ball carrier’s flag is pulled or falls out.
>The ball carrier steps out of bounds.
>The ball carrier’s knee hits the ground.
>A touch down or safety is scored.
> A pass falls incomplete.
>A defender intercepts the ball.
>The ball hits the ground as a fumble. The ball will be spotted at the point 
of the fumble. One exception to this rule is with the center/quarterback 
exchange. If a snap is mishandled, the quarterback and only the 
quarterback may pick up the ball and continue play. If a defender gets 
to the ball before the quarterback, the play is ruled dead and the ball is 
spotted at the point of the fumble (treated lake a sack). 

Defensive 
Basics 

>Teams may run man-to-man, zone defenses or a combination of both. 
This rule allows for defensive schemes and helps equal ability match-ups. 
Players receiver man-to-man in the open field. 
>Interceptions may not be returned. Change of possession will be 
awarded at the point of the interception. This rule will force a substitution 
so players will not sit out more than one possession at a time. 
>An interception in the end zone will result in a touchback and the ball 
will be spotted at the 3 yard line.
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TYPE OF 
PLAY 6V6 (K5-1ST GRADE) 6V6 (2ND-5TH GRADE)

Rushing
the
Passer

>All players who are rushing the 
quarterback must begin 7 yards 
behind the line of scrimmage. 
Before each snap, the referee will 
designate the 7-yard rush line. 
>Before each snap the 
defending team will have three 
players on the rush line, but 
only one player can rush the 
quarterback. The remaining 
3 defenders will line up on 
or off the line of scrimmage. 
This keeps the congestion 
from forming along the line of 
scrimmage. This is key since 
majority of the K-1st grade 
plays are running plays. This 
also helps the defense disguise 
the rush, since it could be any of 
the three players lined up at the 
rush line. 
>Once the ball leaves the 
quarterback’s hand, the 7-yard 
rule is no longer in effect, and 
all defenders may cross the line 
of scrimmage to pursue the ball 
carrier. This allows the defense to 
react quickly to a play behind the 
line of scrimmage. 

>All players who are rushing the 
quarterback must begin 7 yards 
behind the line of scrimmage. 
Before each snap, the referee will 
designate the 7-yard rush line. 
>Before each snap the defending 
team may have any number of 
players rush the quarterback. 
>Defenders not rushing the 
quarterback may line up on or off 
the line of scrimmage. 
>Once the ball leaves the 
quarterback’s hand, the 7-yard 
rule is not longer in effect, and 
all defenders may cross the line 
of scrimmage to pursue the ball 
carrier. This allows the defense to 
react quickly to a play behind the 
line of scrimmage.

Penalties Referees will call all penalties.
If a penalty happens near the end zone, where the penalty yardage 
would place the ball in the endzone, then the penalty will be half the 
distance to the goal. 
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TYPE OF 
PLAY 6V6 (K5-1ST GRADE) 6V6 (2ND-5TH GRADE)

Defensive 
Penalties

>Encroachment: The penalty is 5 yards from the line of scrimmage and 
replay of down.
>Illegal rushing (enforced when players start rushing from inside the 
7-yard rush line): The penalty is 5 Yards from the line of scrimmage and 
replay of down. 
>Interference: The penalty is 10 yards from the line of scrimmage and an 
automatic first down. 
>Illegal contact (pulling the jersey, holding, blocking, pushing): The 
penalty is 10 Yards from the spot of the foul and an automatic first down. 
>Illegal flag pull (before the receiver catches the football): The penalty is 
10 yards from the line of scrimmage and an automatic first down. 

Offensive 
Penalties

>Illegal motion (more than one person moving): The penalty is 5 yards 
from the line of scrimmage and replay of down. 
>Illegal formation (false start, not enough men on the line of scrimmage): 
The penalty is 5 yards from the line of scrimmage and a loss of down. 
>Delay of game: the penalty is 5 yards from the line of scrimmage and 
replay of down.
>Shielding (a non-contact block that impedes a defender from making 
a flag pull): The penalty is 5 Yards from the spot of the foul and loss of 
down. 
>Intentional grounding: The penalty is 5 yards from the line of scrimmage 
and a loss of down. 
>Offensive pass interference (illegal pick play, pushing a defender): The 
penalty is 10 yards from the line of scrimmage and a loss of down. 
>Flag guarding (intentional or unintentional use of the arm to prevent he 
flag from being pulled): The penalty is 5 yards from the spot of the foul 
and a loss of down. 
>Illegal use of the hands (stiff-arming, blocking): The penalty is 10 yards 
from the spot of the foul and a loss of down. 
>Diving (diving toward the end zone or first down): The penalty is 10 
yards from the spot of the foul and a loss of down. 
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